Mobile Computer
Features
4 Manages inventory count

including periodic physical
procedure.

Xsite Mobile Computer is a module that enhances the capabilities of XSite Price Book
Manager (XPBM). This Mobile Module integrates bar code scanning and wireless
communication and enables the users to capture, compute and communicate data with
XPBM anytime, anywhere. This module allows users to check pricing information,
update inventory, and place automatic orders for items running low in stock.

4 Generates shelf tags

automatically with basic
item information.
4 Communicates via

wireless or direct with
XPBM.
4 Downloads and uploads

item information to XPBM
with the click of a button.
4 Scans bar codes for

inventory control.
4 Automatic ordering and

receiving.
4 Easy-to-use interface.

Benefits
4 Increases data accuracy.
4 Increases pricing accuracy.
4 Increases efficiency and

productivity.
4 Reduces unwanted

inventory levels.
4 Decreases time spent

replenishing stock and
physical inventories.

Scanning
The mobile computer scanning capabilities
keeps your inventory up to date with the
easy-to-use interface for the handheld
computer. The mobile computer will allow
you to scan items from a bar-coded catalog
and check downloaded price lists and scan
items in your store to update prices and
inventory. This capability saves employees
and managers time doing paperwork and
increases employee efficiency.
Downloading
The Mobile allows you to easily download
items information to XPBM software by
department, subdepartment, and supplier
eliminating human errors and saving time.
Inventory Control
Update your physical inventory directly from
the handheld scanner as new inventory is
received. The mobile computer can easily
record new inventory levels in
XPBM
automatically transferred from the mobile
device. This scanner can also be used to do
physical inventory, or import inventory counts
from a third-party inventory service.
Item Information
The mobile displays basic information for
each item including PLU, UPC code, product
description, part number, price, cost and
units on hand. It also has the capability to
show the location of the item within the store.
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